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Mass spectrometry (MS) has become essential for characterizing molecular species and their            
interactions. Most of the time, proteomic studies stop at listing the interacting proteins,             
without performing the analysis of the identified sequences. This is a wasted opportunity             
when considering the fact that structural and evolutionary aspects provide a powerful            
analysis framework for biologists: e.g. for interpreting patients mutations that interfere with            
assemblies, setting up directed mutagenesis and functional dissection experiments, or virtual           
screening. The MS2MODELS proteomics pipeline integrates structural biology to MS data, in            
order to enhance the analysis of the protein-protein interaction networks. The           
homology-based detection of relevant structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) is carried             
out with HHsearch1. Annotations of homomultimeric complexes, as well as interaction data            
from BioGRID and the eukaryotic linear motifs (ELM) resource are also integrated into the              
analysis.We have used MS2MODELS on several MS datasets containing up to hundreds of             
proteins.Thanks to the integration of structural information, the pipeline is able (i) to identify              
true positives in MS data by validating interactions within the input list of proteins, and (ii) to                 
find additional partners that are either below the MS detection threshold (false negatives) or              
not detected at all. Moreover, MS2MODELS indicates the potential involvement of each input             
protein into a homomultimeric complex. The pipeline comes with an easy-to-use web            
interface. Thus, the protein-protein interaction networks can be conveniently visualized in a            
web browser. Although MS can detect protein complexes, it cannot identify the protein             
residues involved in the interactions. This is why MS2MODELS offers the possibility to             
visualize the 3D structure of each partner within the context of its complex. The structure of                
the latter is either experimental or predicted, depending on its availability in the PDB or the                
Swiss Model Repository, respectively. 
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